California Code Check
5905 Capistrano Avenue, Suite F
Atascadero, CA 93422

Looking for an
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING MAJOR - SENIOR YEAR

California Code Check
Provides contracted Building and Safety support services, including Building Plan Reviews, to various cities and counties throughout Southern and Central California.

This position offers extensive training in performing engineering building plan reviews and provides the opportunity to gain an in-depth knowledge of the Building Codes that serve as the basis for the design and construction of buildings. Interns will learn how to read and navigate building plans, understand the regulations required, and apply engineering design principles.

The position is part time, with an hourly wage and flexible hours to accommodate the Intern’s school schedule.

Skills required: Intermediate MS Word & Excel

If Interested, Email Resume to:

Joe@californiacodecheck.com
cc: Bryan@californiacodecheck.com

Email Subject Line:
Resume – Intern ATAS – Last Name

Intern will be sitting at a desk for extended periods of time; twisting and reaching office equipment; intermittently standing, walking, bending, using telephone, and writing or using a keyboard to communicate through written means; and lifting or carrying weight of 30 pounds or less.